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National News 
 

1) Artificial Intelligence –more skills needed. AI jobs have risen dramatically in the UK, 
according to jobs site Indeed, there are double the jobs available than people to fill them. 
Almost a third of jobs will be affected by automation in the next 15 years, yet demand for 
people with skills in machine learning, computing, coding and data analysis is nowhere 
near being met.  

  
2) Recruitment of Doctors. GPs who are newly qualified and prepared to work in areas which 

do not currently attract doctors are to be paid a one off payment of £20,000. Currently 
there are approximately 41,985 GPs in England and the NHS have advertised for overseas 
GPs to help with the shortfall in these areas. They plan to recruit an extra 5,000 GPs by 
2020. Many HE opportunities will be targeted to WP students. 
 

3) New intake of staff for HMRC. HMRC will be holding a large recruitment drive following 
the announcement that they are to recruit up to 8,000 new staff over the next year.   
 

4) The Autumn Budget. It was announced by the Chancellor in November the National Living 
Wage will increase from April 2018. The rise will be dependent on age. Per hour: 
21 to 24 18-20  16-17  Apprentices 
£7.38   £5.90  £4.20  £3.70  

 
5) Postgraduate Teaching Apprenticeships. A new postgraduate teaching apprenticeship 

will be launched in September 2018. The entry requirements and course content will 
reflect current teaching qualifications and schools will be given the opportunity to train 
individuals in-house. Apprentices will be paid as unqualified teachers.  

 

Local News 
 

6) New retailers move into Churchill Square. Churchill Square to gain four new shops, 
namely, HMV, Pandora, Krispy Kreme and iSmash  

 
7) New hanger for Gatwick to create jobs. A new hanger for Boeing at Gatwick Airport is to 

be built and will create 100 new jobs. It is expected that work will commence later this 
year and that the facility will be fully operational by early 2019 
 

8) Shoreham Port. Coast to Capital will offer businesses an opportunity to rent office space 
in Maritime House creating 40 new jobs and safeguarding existing jobs.   

 

Jobs for the Future. Some examples of ‘new jobs’ that didn’t exist twenty years ago  
 

 App Designer - Designs the look and feel of an App.  
 App Developer -Plans all aspects of how a user will navigate their way through an App.  



 
 

 Big Data Architect - Provides advanced technical support in the research, experimentation, 
business analysis and use of systems technology including architecture, integration 
capabilities and database management.  

 Bloggers - Research and write blog posts to engage on-line readers and advertisers  

 Chief Privacy Officer - A senior level executive responsible for managing the risks and 
business impacts of privacy laws and policies. 

 Cloud Services Specialist -Expert knowledge and skills relating to the mechanisms, 
devices, technologies practices and development pertaining to cloud storage technologies 
and services. 

 Data Scientist -Collects and reports on data, determines what data means and how it can 
be applied.  

 Data Visualiser -Designs appealing ways for data to be represented visually, such as 
infographics, maps and graphics.  

 Digital Marketing Specialist - Develops, implements and manages the execution of all 
digital and online marketing. 

 Elderly Care -Provides care or health and wellbeing products or services to elderly people.  
 Green Deal Assessor -Enables consumers to make energy saving improvement to their 

home or business without having to pay all the upfront costs.  

 Green Funeral Directors -Incorporate environmentally friendly options to meet the needs 
of families who want a green service.  

 Interior Re-designers- Re-model your home using the things you already have, or re-
purposing and upcycling existing furniture 

 Market Research Data Miner -Collating and ‘mining’ customer data for market intelligence 
and insights. 

 Patient Advocates -Support patients and family members to be informed and access 
health and social care provision. 

 Printed Clothing Designer -A designer who uses 3d printing to manufacture and distribute 
their clothes.  

 Search Engine Optimisation Specialist - Improves clients’ rankings on search engines. 
 Social Media Manager Responsible for all social media activity carried out by a company.  

 Social Media Strategist -Develops the strategy for companies to utilise social media tools 
to interact with customers and increase brand awareness.  

 Sustainability Expert- Help companies implement sustainable and green practices.  

 User Experience Analyst -Analyses the experiences users have with technology, 
identifying areas for improvement and innovation.  

 User Experience Designer -Imagines, shapes and designs the experiences created through 
technology. 

 Video Journalists -Self-employed small market reporters who sell stories to large market 
news groups. 

 Virtual Lawyer - Specialist lawyers who provide services on-line. 
 


